PARAMOUNT PAPERS

ARE YOU
GETTING THE
MOST OUT OF
YOUR DATA?

TOP FIVE WAYS AI PLATFORMS HELP IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
By utilizing a combination of artificial intelligence and human analysis, you can more accurately and efficiently process
and interrogate your contracts and agreements. Simply put, Human Assisted Artificial Intelligence enables more thorough,
accurate, and efficient contract analysis than was previously possible.
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REDUCE MANUAL DUE DILIGENCE 			
AND CONTRACT ANALYSIS

ThoughtTrace
certified experts
on staff

• Reduce manual data entry by over 50%
• Quickly process thousands of documents and understand every obligation,
opportunity, limitation, and risk
• Evaluate provisions that affect your A&D operations, like assignment
restrictions and rights of first refusal

FOCUS ON THE ITEMS THAT MATTER

• Facilitate rapid identification of even the most detailed facts and enhance
the analyst’s ability to paint a more accurate and comprehensive picture
with those facts
• Minimize contract risk with thorough analysis of the areas of risk across
your organization
• Know more critical details to ensure proper planning, thorough design,
and timely construction

MANAGE YOUR LEASEHOLD WITH 			
COMPLETE CONFIDENCE

• Give your company the confidence to make fast, decisive, and 		
accurate decisions
• Clearly understand obligations and opportunities, such as construction
requirements, easement dimensions, and ingress/egress restrictions
• Plan your projects more efficiently and ensure compliance with your contracts

STREAMLINE ACQUISITIONS AND DIVESTITURES

• Easily identify your Hard Consents, Notice Requirements, Pref Rights, and
Drilling Obligations in minutes
• Leverage automated analysis during negotiations to quickly understand the
implications of long-term land usage agreements

RAPIDLY STAFF UP AND DOWN AS NEEDED

• Place contractors in your office or utilize Paramount’s large back office staff
• Immediately address workload needs and address contract risk without
adding long term payroll liability
• Paramount handles everything from the interview process to compliance
management and payment

CASE STUDIES:
CHALLENGE
A PE backed midstream company was evaluating a
prospect in bankruptcy and was under a tight deadline
and budget to review the seller’s ROW agreements.
RESULTS
Paramount delivered a solution to expedite the review
by utilizing their expertise in ThoughtTrace to organize
the data and hone in on the most important provisions,
such as Consent to Assign, Abandonment, Non-Use,
Termination, Product, and Pipe Dimension. Paramount
was able to review 4x more provisions than the client
expected, two days prior to the deadline, for half
the client’s budget.

CHALLENGE
A super major had just completed a multi billion-dollar
acquisition and needed extensive lease analysis support
for data integration.
RESULTS
Paramount provided a large team of Lease Analysts and
crafted expert processes utilizing ThoughtTrace to review,
resolve scanning issues, and process all the operationsdriving provisions contained in thousands of leases.
Paramount was able to accomplish this task with 4x the
accuracy and 2x faster than doing the same via manual
review. The client was so impressed with the expertise and
professionalism of the Paramount team that they gave
additional work in new basins and have consulted with the
management team on efficient workflow processes.

Everything we do is paramount. From our fanatical attention to
detail and efficiency to our responsive communication, we go
above and beyond to build lasting relationships.

918.346.6211 									

paramount-fs.com

